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The face-to-face vs online conference environment

Question for the audience:

What differences do you perceive between presenting online vs presenting in a face-to-face conference venue?
The basic aim of this webinar

To help you use other people’s copyrighted material lawfully in online presentations

• Avoid takedown notices, or, worse still, takedown notices coupled with demands for pecuniary compensation
Basic legal information about copyright in this area

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International License.
Is it in copyright?

- Is it even copyrightable?
- Is it in copyright?
Is it *still* in copyright?
# Works Registered or First Published in the U.S.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of Publication</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Copyright Term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before 1926</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None. In the public domain due to copyright expiration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1926 through 1977</td>
<td>Published without a copyright notice</td>
<td>None. In the public domain due to failure to comply with required formalities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978 to 1 March 1989</td>
<td>Published without notice, and without subsequent registration within 5 years</td>
<td>None. In the public domain due to failure to comply with required formalities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978 to 1 March 1989</td>
<td>Published without notice, but with subsequent registration within 5 years</td>
<td>70 years after the death of author. If a work of corporate authorship, 95 years from publication or 120 years from creation, whichever expires first</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1926 through 1963</td>
<td>Published with notice but copyright was not renewed</td>
<td>None. In the public domain due to copyright expiration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1926 through 1963</td>
<td>Published with notice and the copyright was renewed</td>
<td>95 years after publication date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: [https://copyright.cornell.edu/publicdomain](https://copyright.cornell.edu/publicdomain)
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Public Catalog

Copyright Catalog (1978 to present)
Search Request: Author = Rowling, J.K.
Search Results: Displaying 1 through 25 of 76 entries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Name Heading</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Full Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[26]</td>
<td>Rowling, J.K.</td>
<td>Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets / by J. K. Rowling ; ill. by Mary GrandPre.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[27]</td>
<td>Rowling, J.K.</td>
<td>Harry Potter and the chamber of secrets / by J. K. Rowling ; ill. by Mary Grandpre.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[29]</td>
<td>Rowling, J.K.</td>
<td>Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets / by J. K. Rowling ; ill. by Mary GrandPre.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Search Copyright records: [https://www.copyright.gov/](https://www.copyright.gov/)
Is it *still* in copyright?

*Remember:*

The register puts you “on notice” that something is copyrighted, but something may be absent from the register and still be copyrighted/in-copyright!
The Doctrine of Fair Use

*Question for the audience:*

What do you understand “fair use” to mean?
Notwithstanding the provisions of sections 106 and 106A, the fair use of a copyrighted work, including such use by reproduction in copies or phonorecords or by any other means specified by that section, for purposes such as criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching (including multiple copies for classroom use), scholarship, or research, is not an infringement of copyright. In determining whether the use made of a work in any particular case is a fair use the factors to be considered shall include—

(1) the purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is of a commercial nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes;

(2) the nature of the copyrighted work;

(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole; and

(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted work.
Transformative fair use

The Transformative Factor: The Purpose and Character of Your Use

In a 1994 case, the Supreme Court emphasized this first factor as being an important indicator of fair use. At issue is whether the material has been used to help create something new or merely copied verbatim into another work. When taking portions of copyrighted work, ask yourself the following questions:

- Has the material you have taken from the original work been transformed by adding new expression or meaning?
- Was value added to the original by creating new information, new aesthetics, new insights, and understandings?

In a parody, for example, the parodist transforms the original by holding it up to ridicule. At the same time, a work does not become a parody simply because the author models characters after those found in a famous work.

Purposes such as scholarship, research, or education may also qualify as transformative uses because the work is the subject of review or commentary.

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International License.
Transformative fair use

- **Fair use.** It was a fair use, not an infringement, to reproduce Grateful Dead concert posters within a book. **Important factors:** The Second Circuit focused on the fact that the posters were reduced to thumbnail size and reproduced within the context of a timeline. (*Bill Graham Archives v. Dorling Kindersley Ltd.*, 448 F.3d 605 (2d Cir. 2006).)

- **Fair use.** A TV clipping database made it possible for users to search news broadcasts using keywords, then view a portion of the curated news clip containing those keywords. The court determined that the storage, indexing, excerpting, and reproduction of the clips was a fair use. **Important factors:** The district court emphasized the purpose of the database, which was unique and transformative. The court also dismissed the “very small possible impact” of lost revenues. *Fox News v. TVEYES, Inc.*, 43 F. Supp. 3d 379 (S.D. N.Y. 2014).
Distinguishing academic presentations from teaching (for copyright purposes)

Source: https://guides.lib.utexas.edu/copyright/teachact

Reproduced here under the original Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial 3.0 United States License.

Copyright law provides educators with a separate set of rights in addition to fair use, to display (show) and perform (show or play) others’ works in the classroom. These rights are in Section 110(1) of the Copyright Act and apply to any work, regardless of the medium.

The TEACH Act of 2002, expanded the scope of online educators’ rights to perform and display works and to make copies integral to such performances and displays, making the rights closer to those we have in face-to-face teaching. But there is still a considerable gap between what the statute authorizes for face-to-face teaching and for online education. For example, as indicated above, an educator may show or perform any work related to the curriculum, regardless of the medium, face-to-face in the classroom. There are no limits and no permissions required. Under 110(2), however, even as revised and expanded by the TEACH Act, the same educator would have to pare down some of those materials to show them to online students. The audiovisual works and dramatic musical works may only be shown as clips -- "reasonable and limited portions".
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Copyright considerations by format

- Text
  - Articles / books?
  - Data?
  - Tests or survey instruments?

- Images

- Media
An interesting example, making, perhaps, an obvious point:
By all means report your findings using copyrighted tests, as long as you don’t reproduce the test instruments, themselves! (Advice valid for both publications and presentations)

Example:

Copyright + Licenses

Copyright = all rights reserved
Licenses = some rights reserved / some rights grants
Public Domain = no rights reserved

Creative Commons licenses are a free, simple, standard way to grant specific copyright permissions to access, use, remix, and revise.

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International License.
Creative Commons License Types

In addition to attribution, other licenses also require:

- share-alike - CC BY SA
- no derivatives - CC BY ND
- non-commercial - CC BY NC
- combined licenses - CC BY SA NC and CC BY NC ND

Source: https://creativecommons.org/
Search for Content to Reuse

Browse over 500 million images, available for reuse

SEARCH

Source: https://search.creativecommons.org/
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Source: https://images.google.com/
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CC attribution best practices: TASL

Title - name of the item
Author - who owns it
Source - point to original
License - CC or copyright

Source: https://wiki.creativecommons.org/wik i/Best_practices_for_attribution

"Duck feather - canon t2i" by @Doug88888 is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0
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Questions?

thomp3ea@jmu.edu
carriehs@jmu.edu